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Abstract

Structured peer-to-peer (p2p) overlay networks provide a de-
centralized, self-organizing substrate for distributed applica-
tions and support powerful abstractions such as distributed
hash tables (DHTs) and group communication. However, in
most of these systems, lack of control over key placement
and routing paths raises concerns over autonomy, adminis-
trative control and accountability of participating organiza-
tions. Additionally, structured p2p overlays tend to assume
global connectivity while in reality, network address trans-
lation and firewalls limit connectivity among hosts in differ-
ent organizations. In this paper, we present a general tech-
nique that ensures content/path locality and administrative
autonomy for participating organizations, and provides nat-
ural support for NATs and firewalls. Instances of conven-
tional structured overlays are configured to form a hierarchy
of identifier spaces that reflects administrative boundaries
and respects connectivity constraints among networks.

1 Introduction

Structured peer-to-peer (p2p) overlay networks provide a de-
centralized, self-organizing substrate for distributed applica-
tions and support powerful abstractions such as distributed
hash tables (DHTs) and group communication [13, 18, 19,
20, 22, 15]. Most of these systems use randomized object
keys and node identifiers, which yields good load balancing
and robustness to failures. However, in such overlays, appli-
cations cannot ensure that a key is stored in the inserter’s own
organization, a property known ascontent locality. Likewise,
one cannot ensure that a routing path stays entirely within an
organization when possible, a property known aspath local-
ity. In an open system where participating organizations have
conflicting interests, this lack of control can raise concerns
about autonomy and accountability [13].

Moreover, participants in a conventional overlay must
agree on a set of protocols and parameter settings like the
routing base, the size of the neighbor set, failure detection
intervals and replication strategy. Optimal settings for these
parameters depend on factors like the expected churn rate,

node failure probabilities and failure correlation. Thesefac-
tors may not be uniform across different organizations and
may be difficult to assess or estimate in a large system. The
choice of parameters also depends on the required availability
and durability of data, which is likely to differ between par-
ticipating organizations. Yet, conventional overlays require
global agreement on protocols and parameter settings among
all participants.

Additionally, most structured p2p overlay protocols as-
sume that the underlying network is fully connected. In the
real Internet, however, communication among host in differ-
ent organizations is often constrained. Security firewallsand
network address translation (NAT) often prevent nodes exte-
rior to an organization from contacting interior ones.

In this paper, we present a general technique to configure
structured p2p overlay networks into a hierarchy of overlay
instances with separate identifier spaces. The hierarchy re-
flects administrative and organizational domains, and natu-
rally respects connectivity constraints. Our technique leaves
participating organizations in control over local resources,
choice of protocols and parameters, and provides content and
path locality. Each organization can run a different overlay
protocol and use parameter settings appropriate for the or-
ganization’s network characteristics and requirements. Our
solution generalizes existing protocols with a single id space,
thus leveraging prior work on all aspects of structured p2p
overlays, including secure routing [2].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes in detail the design of our system and explains how
messages are routed across multiple rings. Section 3 dis-
cusses the costs, benefits and limitations of our technique.
Section 4 details related work and Section 5 concludes.

2 Design

In this section, we describe a hierarchical configuration of
overlays that reflects organizational structure and connec-
tivity constraints. For convenience, we will refer to an in-
stance of a structured overlay as a “ring”, because the iden-
tifier spaces of protocols like Chord and Pastry form a ring.
However, we emphasize that our design can be equally ap-
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plied to structured overlay protocols whose identifier spaces
do not form a ring, including CAN, Tapestry, and Kadem-
lia [17, 22, 15].

A multi-ring protocol stitches together the rings and imple-
ments global routing and lookup. To applications, the entire
hierarchy appears as a single instance of a structured overlay
network that spans multiple organizations and networks. The
rings can use any structured overlay protocol that supports
the key-based routing (KBR) API defined in Dabek et al. [7].

Our design relies on a group anycast mechanism, such
as Scribe [5, 6]. Scribe maintains spanning trees consist-
ing of the overlay routes from group member nodes towards
the overlay node that is responsible for the group’s identifier.
These trees are then used to implement multicast and anycast.
Scribe can be implemented on top of any structured overlay
that supports the KBR API. If the underlying overlay proto-
col uses a technique like proximity neighbor selection [3, 12],
then the Scribe trees are efficient in terms of network prox-
imity and anycast messages are delivered to a nearby group
member [6].

Figure 1 shows how our multi-ring protocol is layered
above the KBR API of the overlay protocols that implement
the individual rings. Shown at the right is a node that acts
as a gateway between the rings. The instances of structured
overlays that run in each ring are completely independent. In
fact, different protocols can run in the different rings, aslong
as they support the KBR API.

Ring A Ring B

Chord Chord

KBR API KBR API

Multiring Multiring

Pastry

KBR API

Multiring

AppApp App

Figure 1: Diagram of application layers. The two nodes on theright
are actually instances of the same node in two different rings.

2.1 Ring structure

The system forms a tree of rings. Typically, the tree consists
of just two layers, namely aglobal ringas the root andorga-
nizational ringsat the lower level. Each ring has a globally
uniqueringId, which is known to all members of the ring.
The global ring has a well-known ringId consisting of all ze-
roes. It is assumed that all members of a given ring are fully
connected in the physical network, i.e., they are not separated
by firewalls or NAT boxes.

All nodes in the entire system join the global ring, unless
they are connected behind a firewall or a NAT. In addition,

each node joins a ring consisting of all the nodes that belong
to a given organization. A node is permitted to route mes-
sages and perform other operations only in rings in which it
is a member.

The global ring is used primarily to route inter-
organizational queries and to enable global lookup of keys,
while application keys are stored in the organizational rings.
Each organizational ring defines a set of nodes that use a com-
mon set of protocols and parameter settings; they enjoy con-
tent and path locality for keys that they insert into the over-
lay. In addition, a organizational ring may also define a set of
nodes that are connected to the Internet through a firewall or
NAT box.

An example configuration is shown in Figure 2. The nodes
connected by lines are actually instances of the same node,
running in different rings. Ring A7 consists of nodes in an
organization that are fully connected to the Internet. Thus,
each node is also a member of the global ring. Ring 77 rep-
resents a set of nodes behind a firewall. Here, only two nodes
can join the global ring, namely the firewall gateway nodes.

Ring A7

Global Ring

Ring 77

Figure 2: Example of a ring structure. Nodes shown in gray are
instances of the same node in multiple rings, and nodes in black are
only in a single ring due to a firewall.

2.2 Gateway nodes

A node that is a member of more than one ring is agateway
node. Such a node supports multiple virtual overlay nodes,
one in each ring, but uses the same node identifier (id) in each
ring. Gateway nodes can forward messages between rings, as
described in the next section. In Figure 2 above, all of the
nodes in ringA7 are gateway nodes between the global ring
and ringA7. To maximize load balance and fault tolerance,
all nodes are expected to serve as gateway nodes, unless con-
nectivity limitations (firewalls and NAT boxes) prevent it.

Gateway nodes announce themselves to other members of
the rings in which they participate by subscribing to an any-
cast (Scribe) group in each of the rings. The group identifiers
of these groups are the ringIds of the associated rings. In
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Figure 2 for instance, a nodeM that is a member of both the
global ring andA7, joins the Scribe groups:

Scribe groupA700...0in the global ring
Scribe group0000...0in ringId A7

2.3 Routing

Next, we describe how messages are routed in the system.
We assume that each message carries, in addition to a target
key, the ringId of the ring in which the key is stored. In the
subsequent section, we will show how to obtain these ringIds.

Recall that each node knows the ringIds of all rings in
which it is a member. If the target ringId of a message equals
one of these ringIds, the node simply forwards the message
to the corresponding ring. From that point on, the message
is routed according to the structured overlay protocol within
that target ring.

Otherwise, the node needs to locate a gateway node to the
target ring, which is accomplished via anycast. If the node is
a member of the global ring, then it forwards the message via
anycast in the global ring to the group that corresponds to the
desired ringId. The message will be delivered to a gateway
node for the target ring that is close in the physical network,
among all such gateway nodes. This gateway node then for-
wards the data into the target ring, and routing proceeds as
before.

If the node is not a member of the global ring, then it for-
wards the message into the global ring via a gateway node by
anycasting to the group whose identifier corresponds to the
ringId of the global ring. Routing then proceeds as described
above.

As an optimization, it is possible for nodes to cache the IP
addresses of gateway nodes they have previously obtained.
Should the cached information prove stale, a new gateway
node can be located via anycast. This optimization drastically
reduces the need for anycast messages during routing.

2.4 Global lookup

In the previous discussion, we assumed that messages carry
both a key and the ringId of the ring in which the key is
stored. In practice, however, applications often wish to look
up a key without knowledge of where the key is stored. For
instance, keys are often derived from the hash of a textual
name provided by a human user. In this case, the ring in
which the key is stored may be unknown.

The following mechanism is designed to enable the global
lookup of keys. When a key is inserted into a organizational
ring and that key should be visible at global scope, a special
indirection record is inserted into the global ring that asso-
ciates the key with the ringId(s) of the organizational ring(s)
where (replicas of) the key is(are) stored. The ringId(s) ofa
key can now be looked up in the global ring. Note that in-
direction records are the only data that should be stored in

the global ring. Only legitimate indirection records are ac-
cepted by members of the global ring to prevent space-filling
attacks.

2.5 Multi-level ring hierarchies

We believe that a two-level ring hierarchy is sufficient in
the majority of cases. Nevertheless, there may be situations
where more levels of hierarchy are useful. For instance, a
world-wide organization with multiple campuses may wish
to create multiple rings for each of its locations in order to
achieve more fine-grained content locality. In these cases,it
may be advantageous to group these machines into subrings
of the organization’s ring, further scoping content and path
locality.

In order to provide for such extensions, the ring hierarchy
described above can be naturally extended. To do so, we view
ringIds as a sequence of digits in a configurable baseb, and
each level of ring hierarchy will append an extra digit onto
the parent ring’s ringId. Thus, organizations which own a
given ringId can dynamically create new rings by appending
digits to their ringId.

The routing algorithm can be generalized to work in a
multi-level hierarchy as follows. When routing to a remote
ring R, the node first checks to see if it is a member ofR. If
so, it simply routes the message inRusing the normal overlay
routing.

If the node is not a member ofR, it must forward the mes-
sage to a gateway. If the node is a member of multiple rings,
it must choose one of these rings in which to forward the mes-
sage. This is done by comparing the shared prefix length of
each local ringId andR and picking the ring with the longest
shared prefix. In the case of multiple ringIds with the longest
prefix, the node should pick the shortest one in total length.
This process guarantees that the node picks the local ring
which is “closest” to the destination ringR.

Once the node has chosen in which local ringL to send the
message, it the must determine if it should route the message
up (towards the global ring), or down. This is an easy com-
putation, as it is dependent only upon the length of the shared
prefix of L andR. If R hasL as a prefix, the node should
route the message downwards sinceR is “below” this ring.
Thus, the node should forward the message via an anycast to
the Scribe group rooted atsubstring(R, length(L)+ 1). The
gateway node which receives the message can then use the
routing algorithm again in the other ring.

If R does not haveL as a prefix, the node should route the
message upwards, towards the global ring. This is done by
routing the message to the parent ring, or to a ring with ringId
substring(L, length(L)− 1). Clearly, messages are routed
efficiently by forwarding the message until a ring is found
whose id is a prefix of the destination ring, and then routing
the message downwards towards the destination ring.

The pseudo-code for routing a messagemsgto the ringId
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(1) route(dst, msg) {
(2) if (local == dst) {
(3) route normally(msg)
(4) } else {
(5) len = length(local)
(6)
(7) if (dst.hasPrefix(local))
(8) forward(substring(dst, len+1), msg)
(9) else
(10) forward(substring(local, len-1), msg)
(11) }
(12) }

Figure 3: The pseudocode for routing between rings, which isexe-
cuted at each node along the route.

dst at a node in ringIdlocal is shown in Figure 3. Figure 4,
below, shows an example a node in ringD1A8 routing to a
location in the ring63.

Ring D1

Global Ring

Ring 63

Ring D19C Ring D1A8

5
1

2

3

4

Figure 4: Diagram of a the routing process with multiple levels of
hierarchy. Gray nodes are gateways, which exist in multiplerings
and route between them. Numbers 1-5 denote the steps in routing.

3 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the costs, benefits and limitations
of our proposed technique.

3.1 Robustness

Partitioning an overlay network into organizational ringsaf-
fords content/path locality as well as autonomy over orga-
nizations’ resources, protocols and parameter choices. How-
ever, the partitioning may also reduce the diversity among the
set of nodes that store a given object. On the other hand, or-
ganizations can assess the churn, failure rate and failure cor-
relation of its own nodes with much greater accuracy than in
a global ring. This allows less conservative replication strate-
gies and greater confidence in the resulting object availability
and durability.

If the diversity of nodes in an organizational ring is not
sufficient to provide the desired durability of objects, then
replicas must be stored in different organizations’ rings via
an appropriate replica placement strategy. The lookup of ob-
jects replicated in this manner proceeds by first looking up
the object in the local ring and should that fail, looking up
the object’s indirection record in the global ring, which refers
to other rings containing the object.

When adding a participant node, one must choose the set
of rings in which the node should participate. When mak-
ing this decision, organizations need to strike the right bal-
ance between content locality and diversity. For instance,an
organizational ring should be large enough to contain nodes
with different physical network links to the Internet, indepen-
dent power sources and locations in different buildings if not
cities.

To retain the robustness of a single global overlay network,
all nodes without connectivity constraints should join the
global ring. All such nodes act as gateway nodes among the
rings, thus ensuring load balancing, efficient routing across
rings, and fault tolerance. In the case of rings behind fire-
walls, some loss of these properties is unavoidable due to the
limitations of the physical network.

In an organizational ring, objects can be inserted only by
a member of the same ring, providing organizations with au-
thority over their resources. This enables organizations to
more easily provision storage space. Likewise, it eliminates
the threat of denial-of-service attacks from outsiders that aim
at filling up the storage, which is a problem in open rings.
Nodes that participate in the global ring must store indirec-
tion records and forward routing request on behalf of arbi-
trary other organizations. This is unavoidable as some re-
source sharing is central to the idea of a cooperative overlay
network. However, our system limits data stored in the global
ring to legitimate indirection records. This makes space-
filling attacks more difficult to mount.

3.2 Performance

The cost of routing a message within a given ring depends on
the overlay protocol used within the ring, typicallyO(log N)
routing hops and, if proximity neighbor selection is used, a
delay stretch below two.

In the common case of a two-level hierarchy, routing a
message between two organizational rings requires in the
worst case three intra-ring routes plus two anycast transmis-
sions. However, caching of gateway nodes eliminates the two
anycasts in most cases. Also, all nodes in organizational rings
without connectivity constraints are gateways to the global
ring, thus eliminating the need for one anycast and one over-
lay route if the source is such a node.

With proximity neighbor selection used in the overlay pro-
tocols, the gateways located via anycast are nearby in the
physical network. Thus, the gateway nodes are likely to lie
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along or near the shortest path from source to destination
node in the physical network. Combined with an expected
delay stretch of under two for the route segments between
the gateways, this suggests that the total delay stretch foran
inter-ring route is also around two in the common case.

In terms of maintenance, the principal overhead of our
system results from the fact that gateways nodes must join
multiple rings, and thus require additional control messages
for maintaining the routing state in each ring. In what we
consider the most common case of a two-level hierarchy, the
worst case overhead is twice that of a single ring. The over-
head is lower when many nodes are behind firewalls or NAT
boxes. Moreover, a large fraction of the additional control
traffic for maintaining organizational rings remains internal
to a given organization. Since the basic maintenance over-
head of the most efficient structured overlays has been re-
duced to less than half a message per second and node [1],
we believe that the overhead imposed by hierarchical rings is
not a concern.

In addition, various optimizations are possible that exploit
overlap among the routing state of a given node in the dif-
ferent rings. For instance, the size of the neighbor set (e.g.,
leaf set in Pastry, successor set in Chord) can be reduced in
organizational rings, as the global ring can be used to repair
a organizational ring that has become disconnected due to
many simultaneous node failures. Since the details depend
on the specific overlay protocols used in each ring, we don’t
discuss them here.

3.3 Security

Our system does not require the use of a specific, new struc-
tured overlay protocol. This allows us to leverage existing
work, for instance on secure routing in the presence of ma-
licious participants [2]. The nodeId certificates used in this
work can be extended to bind a node’s IP address to both its
nodeId and ringId. When a node joins an anycast group or
offers to forward a request into a different ring, it presents its
certificate demonstrating that it is actually a member of the
ring in question. With both nodeId and ringIds certified, the
techniques described in Castro et al. [2] can then be applied
to our hierarchical ring structure. A full analysis, however,
remains the subject of ongoing work.

3.4 Status

The system as described is actively used within POST, a
serverless infrastructure for collaborative applications includ-
ing email, instant messaging, and shared whiteboards [16].
Users’ desktops are collectively hosting the service, and or-
ganizational rings provide content/path locality and organi-
zational autonomy.

An implementation of our technique will be available as
part of the upcoming FreePastry 1.4 release. The imple-

mentation is designed using only the KBR API [7], and can
be used with any structured overlay protocol supporting this
API. The release is open source and can be downloaded from
http://freepastry.rice.edu.

4 Related work

The use of multiple coexisting rings has been described be-
fore, most notably in the context of Coral [9] and Skip-
Net [13]. In Coral, multiple rings are used to provide data
locality, and are configured dynamically based on measured
ping delays among participating nodes. The system does not
provide organizational autonomy nor data/content locality at
the organizational level.

Harvey et al. have first articulated the case for content and
path locality [13]. SkipNet uses location-based id assign-
ment in order to provide content and path locality. It em-
ploys a skiplist-based search structure to ensure robustness
and load balancing despite the inherently uneven population
of the identifier space. However, the system is more vulnera-
ble to certain types of attacks that place malicious node near
the boundaries of an organization’s segment in the names-
pace [13]. Moreover, SkipNet still requires global agree-
ment on protocols and parameterization. Our multi-ring ap-
proach offers greater organizational autonomy and can lever-
age work on existing protocols at the expense of a somewhat
higher overhead for maintaining multiple rings.

An extension of the Chord protocol provides support for
multiple virtual rings, each consisting of a subset of the over-
lay participants [14]. The multiple rings are based on a sin-
gle overlay instance and a novel routing mechanisms deliv-
ers messages to the nearest live node to a given key within a
given subset. This technique has lower overlay maintenance
overhead than our hierarchical rings approach, but it provides
less organizational autonomy and no path locality.

The use of multiple physical rings has been suggested in
order to provide universal service discovery and code main-
tenance [4]. Such work is complementary to this paper.

The Brocade [21] system, based on Tapestry, provides
more efficient routing and path locality by using a secondary
network of supernodes. Each administrative domain chooses
a supernode, and inter-domain routing is accomplished via
DHT lookups and landmark routing. This system is comple-
mentary to our work as it focuses on routing efficiency and
provides neither content/path locality nor organizational au-
tonomy.

Hierarchical peer-to-peer systems have also been explored
in Garces-Erce et al. [10], but only with the goal of improv-
ing performance of the overlay network routing. A system
of hierarchal rings was mentioned in the SkipNet paper as
a design alternative, but was rejected due to the overhead of
multiple rings. We believe that in our system, this overheadis
small enough to provide a practical alternative that can lever-
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age existing work on structured overlays and provides greater
organizational autonomy.

Additionally, none of the projects described above ad-
dress the problem of deploying peer-to-peer overlays over
networks with connectivity constraints. Many unstructured
peer-to-peer overlays [11] solve this problem through net-
work engineering, including push requests and rendezvous
points, but these approaches add complexity and may not
scale. Bryan Ford [8] has attempted to solve this problem in
general with the use of a new network-layer protocol, the Un-
managed Internet Protocol (UIP). However, the deployment
of such technology or IPv6 is still, at best, years away.

5 Conclusions

Structured p2p overlay networks provide a decentralized,
self-organizing substrate for large-scale distributed applica-
tions. However, most existing overlays provide neither con-
tent/path locality nor organizational autonomy. We have pre-
sented a hierarchical configuration of structured overlaysthat
provides content/path locality, organizational autonomyand
respects connectivity constraints while maintaining global
connectivity. A multi-ring protocol stitches together orga-
nizational overlays that can run different overlay protocols
with different parameter choices. To applications, the entire
system appears like a single structured overlay. Since our so-
lution works with any structured overlay protocol, it is able
to leverage existing work, e.g., on secure overlay routing.
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